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price

8  Tamara Fröhler  • Andreas 
Heusler (eds.)

Feuchtwanger und München 978-1-80079-748-2 pb.  $90.25 

7 Daniel Azuélos •  
Andrea Chartier-Bunzel •  
Frédéric Teinturier (eds.)

Feuchtwanger und die Erinnerungskultur in Frankreich / 
Feuchtwanger et la culture mémorielle en France

978-1-78997-668-7 pb.  $82.95 

6 Paul Lerner • 
Frank Stern (eds.)

Feuchtwanger and Judaism 
History, Imagination, Exile

978-1-78874-556-7 pb.  $72.95 

5 Isabel Hernández (Hrsg.) Spanienbilder aus dem deutschsprachigen Exil bei 
Feuchtwanger und seinen Zeitgenossen

978-1-78707-148-3 br.  $90.25 

4 Geoffrey V. Davis (Hrsg.) Feuchtwanger und Berlin 978-3-0343-1863-1 br.  $106.00 

3 Ian Wallace (ed.) Feuchtwanger and Remigration 978-3-0343-0919-6 pb.  $101.80 

2 Frank Stern (Hrsg.) Feuchtwanger und Exil 
Glaube und Kultur 1933-1945. «Der Tag wird kommen»

978-3-0343-0188-6 br.  $94.45 

1 Ian Wallace (ed.) Feuchtwanger and Film / Feuchtwanger und Film 978-3-03911-954-7 pb.  $83.95 

Conference participants receive a 30% discount on books in this list when purchasing direct from our website 
(www.peterlang.com) with the code IFS30. Offer valid until 17 October 2022. Please email orders@peterlang.
com with any questions.
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This series focuses on the life and work of the internationally celebrated German writer Lion 
Feuchtwanger (1884–1958), whose works have been translated into many languages. Of 
particular interest are topics such as Feuchtwanger’s role as a critic of Weimar Germany and the 
rise of Nazism, his years of exile in France (1933–40) and in the United States (1940–58), his 
achievements as a proponent of the historical novel, and his reception both in Germany and in 
the wider world. The series presents Feuchtwanger in the context of his times, paying special 
attention to his years in Southern California and his relationships with other leading cultural 
figures of the era.

With Feuchtwanger at its core, the series explores the multinational literary and intellectual 
network that resulted from German and Austrian exile under Nationalism Socialism: from 
Paris to Vienna, Los Angeles to London, Buenos Aires to Tel Aviv, and New York to Moscow. 
Contributions present cutting-edge research elaborating on the intricate relations of literary 
locations, emotional spaces and biographies characteristic of these important writers, artists 
and filmmakers. Books in the series will be of interest to those working in German studies, 
exile studies, Jewish studies, gender studies and film studies.

Volumes in the series include selections of refereed and reworked papers from the biennial 
conferences of the International Feuchtwanger Society as well as specially commissioned 
monographs relating to Martha and Lion Feuchtwanger, their circle and contemporaries.
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